Abstract. In this investigation, the Flexible String Algorithm (FSA) used before for the inverse design of 2D subsonic ducts is developed and applied for the inverse design of subsonic and supersonic ducts with and without normal shock waves. In this method, the duct wall shape is changed under a novel algorithm based on the deformation of a virtual exible string in a ow. Deformation of the string due to the local ow conditions resulting from changes in the wall geometry is performed until the target shape satisfying the prescribed walls pressure distribution is achieved. The ow eld at each shape modi cation step is analyzed using an Euler equation solution by the AUSM method. Some validation test cases and design examples in subsonic and supersonic regimes are presented here, which show the robustness and exibility of the method in handling the complex geometries in various ow regimes. In the case of unsymmetrical ducts with two unknown walls, the FSA is modi ed to increase the convergence rate signi cantly. Also, the e ect of duct inlet and outlet boundary conditions on the convergence of the FSA is investigated. The FSA is a physical and quick converging approach and can e ciently utilize ow analysis codes as a black box.
INTRODUCTION
Duct Design, such as intakes, manifolds, duct reducers, compressor and turbine blades etc. is based on wall shape determination, so that the ow is optimum. Often, both Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and design algorithms are involved in solving an optimal shape design problem. The limitations and computational cost of the design techniques are challenging problems for present time computational technology.
One of the optimal shape design methods is the Surface Shape Design (SSD). The SSD in uid ow problems usually involves nding a shape associated with a prescribed distribution of surface pressure or velocity. It should be noted that the solution of a SSD problem is not generally an optimum solution in a mathematical sense. It just means that the solution satis es a Target Pressure Distribution (TPD) which resembles a nearly optimum performance [1] .
There are, basically, two di erent algorithms for solving SSD problems: decoupled (iterative) and coupled (direct or non-iterative). In the coupled solution approach, an alternative formulation of the problem is used, in which the surface coordinates appear (explicitly or implicitly) as dependent variables. In other words, coupled methods tend to nd the unknown part of the boundary and the ow eld unknowns simultaneously in a (theoretically) single-pass or oneshot approach [1] .
The traditional fully coupled approaches transform the ow equations to a computational domain in which the unknown coordinates appear as dependent variables. Stanitz [2] [3] [4] solved two-and threedimensional potential ow duct design problems using stream and potential functions as independent variables. Zanetti [5] considered two-dimensional and axisymmetric Euler equations and mapped the physical domain to a xed computational region. A novel direct shape design method was proposed by Ashra zadeh et al. [6] . They basically showed that a fully coupled formulation of the SSD problem could be solved in the physical domain using a simple extension of commonly used CFD algorithms. Since the proposed direct design method does not need any transformation to or from a computational domain, it is applicable, in principle, to any ow model in 2 or 3D domains. Ghadak [1] extended the application of this method to the design of ducts carrying ows governed by non-linear coupled Euler equations.
The iterative (decoupled) shape design approach relies on repeated shape modi cations such that each iteration consists of a ow solution followed by a geometry updating scheme. In other words, a series of sequential problems is solved, in which the surface shape is altered between iterations, so that the desired TPD is nally achieved [1] .
Iterative methods, such as optimization techniques, have been by far the most widely used to solve practical SSD problems. The traditional iterative methods used for SSD problems are often based on trial and error or optimization algorithms. The trial and error process is very time-consuming and computationally expensive and, hence, needs designer experience to reach minimum costs. Optimization methods [7, 8] are commonly used to automate the geometry modi cation in each iteration cycle. In such methods, an objective function (e.g., the di erence between a current surface pressure and the target surface pressure [9] ) is minimized, subjected to the ow constraints which have to be satis ed. Although the iterative methods are general and powerful, they are often excessively computationally costly and mathematically complex. These methods can utilize analysis methods for the ow eld solution as a black box.
Other methods presented so far use physical algorithms instead of mathematical algorithms to automate the geometry modi cation in each iteration cycle. These methods are easier and quicker than the other iterative methods [1] . One of these physical algorithms is governed by a transpiration model in which one can assume that the wall is porous and, hence, the mass can be ctitiously injected through the wall in such a way that the new wall satis es the slip boundary condition. Aiming at the removal of non-zero normal velocity on the boundary, a geometry update determined by applying either a transpiration model based on mass ux conservation [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] or a streamline model based on alignment with the streamlines [16] must be adopted.
An alternative algorithm is based on the residualcorrection approach. In this method, the key problem is to relate the calculated di erences between the actual pressure distribution on the current estimate of the geometry and the target pressure distribution (the residual) to required changes in the geometry. The art in developing a residual-correction method is to nd an optimum state between the computational e ort (for determining the required geometry correction) and the number of iterations needed to obtain a converged solution. This geometry correction may be estimated by means of a simple correction rule, making use of relations between geometry changes and pressure di erences known from linearized ow theory. The residual-correction decoupled solution methods try to utilize the analysis methods as a black box [1] .
Barger and Brooks [17] presented a streamline curvature method in which they considered the possibility of relating a local change in surface curvature to a change in local velocity. Since then, a large number of methods have been developed following that concept. Subsequent re nements and modi cations made the concept applicable to design problems based on the full potential equation [18] , Euler equations [19] and Navier-Stokes equations [20] .
The main idea behind decoupling ow and geometry solutions in inverse design, in most cases, is to take maximum advantages of the available analysis methods. Another advantage of decoupled solution methods is the fact that, in general, the constraints can be implemented much more easily in a separate geometry update procedure than in a complete system of equations for ow as well as geometry variables.
In this research, the Flexible String Algorithm (FSA) accomplished by Nili et al. [21] for inverse design of 2D subsonic ducts is supplemented and developed for subsonic and supersonic ow regimes with and without normal shock wave. In the case of unsymmetrical 2D ducts with two unknown walls, the FSA is modi ed to increase the convergence rate signi cantly. Also, the e ect of boundary conditions at the duct inlet and outlet on the convergence of FSA is investigated.
The new feature of the FSA consists of considering the duct wall as a exible string having mass. The di erence between TPD and CPD at each shape modi cation step is applied to the string as an actual (external) force that accelerates and moves the string. Local acceleration of the string causes it to deform frequently. Having achieved target shape, the di erence between TPD and CPD vanishes and, nally, the string deformation is stopped automatically. Solving the string kinematic equations together with the ow equations, at each modi cation step, updates the duct shape so as to achieve the TPD.
In contrast to the other residual correction methods using ow equations for inverse design problems, the FSA turns the inverse design problem into a uidsolid interaction scheme that uses the pressure concept to deform the exible wall. Thus, it is more physical than the other methods. Also, the FSA converges quickly and can easily incorporate an analysis code as a black box. Therefore, higher computational e ciency and time saving will be expected.
FUNDAMENTALS OF THE METHOD
A 2-D ow eld is assumed, as shown in Figure 1 . If a exible string is xed at point A in the ow, the pressure applied to the sides of the string deforms it to lay on a streamline passed through point A (A-B 0 curve). This phenomenon occurs because it is assumed that no mass ux can pass across the string as a stream line. For duct inverse design, the duct wall is considered as a exible string whose outer surface is exposed to the TPD and whose wetted surface is exposed to pressure resulting from passing ow through the duct.
Throughout the modi cation procedure to achieve the target wall geometry, the unknown duct wall, like a exible string, is assumed to have a xed starting point and a free end point. The wall geometry is modi ed by the pressure di erence between TPD and CPD. When the target wall shape is obtained, this pressure di erence logically vanishes.
In an asymmetric duct with two unknown walls, both upper and lower duct walls are modeled as two strings deforming from an initial guess to the target shape. Considering a virtual string on the duct centerline and applying the di erence between upper and lower pressure to the centerline string, the convergence rate of the design algorithm increases signi cantly. At each modi cation step, the ow eld is analyzed using an Euler equation solution by the AUSM method [22] .
MATHEMATICAL APPROACH Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions for String
To derive the string kinematic relations, the string is approximated by a chain with \n" links of equal length with joints bearing no moment. Supposing uniform mass distribution along each link, the mass center is located at its mid point. A free body diagram of an arbitrary link of the chain is shown in Figure 2 . Assuming a 2-D motion of the chain for each link, three kinematic relations can be derived as follows:
1. Moment equation about the mass center of an arbitrary link:
2. Newton's second law in the x direction:
3. Newton's second law in the y direction: 
a j2 yi = a j1 yi + i s i cos i ! 2 i s i sin i :
Furthermore, the consistency equations at each joint are as follows:
a j2 xi = a j1 xi+1 ; a j2 yi = a j1 yi+1 ;
The boundary conditions of the chain (string) include xed starting and free end points. Therefore, zero acceleration and force are attributed to the starting and end points, respectively.
To study the chain kinematics, it is enough to calculate the angular acceleration of each link ( i ) and there is no need to calculate the other unknowns such as the forces and linear accelerations components. After eliminating the forces and linear accelerations and solving the linear system of equations, the angular accelerations are calculated exactly. Then, the angular velocity (! i ) and the angle change of each link ( i ) are obtained as follows:
Starting from the rst link toward the end one, the new positions of joints (j + 1) are obtained by adding the angle change of each link, with respect to the calculated position of the previous joint (j). The solution starts with an initial guess such that the duct's main characteristics (e.g., length and inlet or outlet area) are known and xed. In this method, one of the joints coordinates (say x) is xed.
In the case of a high curved duct such as an elbow, the mean length of the duct is known. Therefore, Equation 15 is used instead of Equation 13.
Applying Pressure Di erence to the String
In order to converge the FSA design procedure, it is very important as to how the di erence between TPD and CPD is applied to the string. In supersonic ow regimes, the ow information just transfers to the downstream. Keeping this physical phenomenon in mind, the TPD and CPD applying to the center of each link have to be shifted to the downstream joint (Equation 16 ). Therefore, the inlet pressure is shifted to the rst point of the wall, and the back pressure (p back ) is eliminated from the wall pressure distribution. This procedure for subsonic ow regimes is exactly vice versa (Equation 17). In other words, back pressure is shifted to the end point of the wall and the inlet pressure is eliminated from the wall pressure distribution. p j+1 = p i ; i = j = 0; n;
p j = p i ; i = j = 1; n + 1;
i : index of each link; j : index of each joint: (17) In subsonic ow regimes, the boundary conditions are duct inlet Mach number and outlet pressure. Therefore, at each shape modi cation step, the outlet pressure remains constant, while inlet pressure changes according to the pressure in the rst interior cell. As we require the string starting point to remain stationary, p rst-joint must be zero. Thus, the pressure di erence applied to the string at any other point must be gauged with respect to the pressure di erence at the rst joint. This is shown in Equation 18 .
In supersonic ow regimes, pressure and Mach number are xed as inlet boundary conditions, and outlet pressure is calculated according to the end interior cell. In other words, during the shape modi cation, inlet pressure remains constant; equal to p in . Therefore, there is no need to gauge pressure (Equaiton 19). p j = (p Target(j) p Target (1) ) (p j p 1 ); :: j = 1; n + 1 :: p n+1 = p Target(n+1) = P back ; (18) p j = (p j p Target(j) ); :: j = 1; n + 1 :: p 1 = p Target(1) = P inlet :
The main idea of the method is that for internal supersonic ow regimes, the TPD and CPD are applied along the outer and inner surface, respectively, while, for internal subsonic ow regimes, it is vice versa.
In ducts with both subsonic and supersonic ow regimes, such as a supersonic nozzle with normal shock or convergent-divergent nozzles where the ow is subsonic, the pressure di erence is calculated from Equation 18 and gauged with respect to the rst joint where the ow is supersonic; it is calculated from Equation 19 . Finally, the pressure di erence applied to each link of the string is obtained from the following FSA Design Procedure Figure 3 shows how the string equations are typically incorporated into existing ow solution procedures. The computed pressure surfaces are normally obtained from partially converged numerical solutions of the ow equations. During the iterative design procedure, as the CPD approaches the TPD, the force applied to the string gradually vanishes and, at the nal steps, the subsequent solutions of the string equations yield no changes in the duct surface coordinates.
VALIDATION
For validation of the proposed method, a given conguration, such as a supersonic nozzle, convergentdivergent nozzle or a 90-deg bended duct, is analyzed to obtain the solid wall pressure distribution. Then, these pressure distributions are considered as our TPD for the SSD problems.
In all test cases studied here, the iterations were stopped after the residuals were reduced by 3 orders of magnitude in which residuals are de ned as:
P j p j = p I.G. j j. After each geometry modi cation step, the analysis code is run until the residuals were reduced by 1 order of magnitude. The residual of the analysis code is de ned as the normalized changes in conserved ow variables in which the normalization is performed by the residual of the rst iteration ( j(Q n+1 Q n )=Q I.G. j).
Reducing the residuals 3 orders of magnitude for the design algorithm and 1 order of magnitude for the analysis code is enough to con rm the required convergence so that the di erence between calculated and target shapes cannot be recognized. The design algorithm and analysis code show their capabilities to reduce the residuals up to 6 orders of magnitude. But, during design problems, any excessive decrement of the residuals just increases the computational cost and time.
Here, the robustness of the design method is considered as the ability to use any initial guesses in each arbitrary computational grid. An ideal robust method should work well, regardless of the resolution of the computational grid and the initial guess.
Wind Tunnel Supersonic Nozzle
The rst case is an ideal supersonic nozzle (Figure 4 ) which is extensively used in supersonic wind tunnels. In order to verify the capability of the proposed method, the ow eld of the supersonic nozzle is analyzed and the wall pressure distribution is determined. The method should converge to this shape from an initial arbitrary shape if the goal is set to be the calculated (desired) pressure distribution. Initiating from a straight duct with a constant area section, the design program algorithm is converged only after 60 modi cation steps. The wall pressure distributions of the initial and nal shape are shown in Figure 5 . Figure 6 shows the modi cation procedure from initial guess to the target shape, in which the shape modi cation procedure is accomplished from upstream to downstream. The inlet Mach number and pressure have been set to 1.01 and 1 bar, respectively. Overall, a computational grid of 
E ect of Initial Guess
One of the outstanding capabilities of inverse design methods is their full independency from the initial guess. Keeping this reason in mind, a convergent duct with straight walls is considered as the initial guess for a supersonic nozzle. As shown in Figure 7 , in contrast with the presence of a high di erence between initial guess and target shape, the initial guess is converged to the target shape only after 90 iterations. An interesting point which shows the capability of the method is that the ow regime at primitive modi cation steps includes both subsonic and supersonic regimes. In Figure 8 , the 
Supersonic Nozzle with Normal Shock
The target pressure distribution for the second validation test case is obtained from the solution of the ow through the supersonic nozzle with normal shock with the following characteristics: Entrance Area = 0.5 m 2 , Exit Area = 0.93 m 2 , Length = 4.6 m, Entrance Mach Number = 1.01, Entrance Pressure = 1 bar and Back Pressure = 1.2 bar. Because a normal shock occurs through the duct, a grid of 50 20 which is re ned beside the normal shock is used, as shown in Figure 9 . Figure 9 illustrates the initial guess and the evolution of the duct shape with their Mach number contour. Also, wall pressure distributions of the initial guess and target shape are shown in Figure 10 . Although the inverse design of a duct with normal shock may have less application, it well presents the great capability of our design method. In Figures 11 and 12 , a constant area section duct and a convergent duct are used as the initial guess for a supersonic nozzle with normal shock. As shown in these gures, since the initial guess is not a suitable one, severe shape changes occur during its evolution.
Wind Tunnel Supersonic Nozzle for M > 2
In order to study the FSA treatment in supersonic ow regimes with Mach number greater than 2, an ideal nozzle is considered as the target shape, with the following characteristics: Entrance Area = 0.14 m 2 , Exit Area = 0.6 m 2 , Length = 1.4 m, Entrance Mach Number = 1.1, Entrance Pressure = 1 bar and Exit Mach Number = 2.7. A grid of 40 15 shown in Figure 13a is used to analyze the ideal nozzle. The contours of the Mach number through the nozzle and wall pressure distribution of the nozzle as the TPD are shown in Figures 13b and 14 , respectively. Staring from a straight divergent duct as the initial guess, the FSA is converged to the target shape after 350 modi cation steps, as shown in Figure 15 .
Convergent-Divergent Nozzles
The other validation test case is a convergent-divergent nozzle that includes subsonic, transonic and supersonic regimes. Its TPD is obtained from the numerical analysis of this nozzle with a grid of 25 6 nodes, shown in Figure 16 , and with the following speci cations: Inlet Mach Number = 0.2, Inlet Pressure = 1 bar, Back Pressure=0.5 bar and Outlet Mach Number=1.5. Numerical analysis of this nozzle presents a subsonic and supersonic region at the convergent and divergent parts, respectively. Starting from a constant area section duct as the initial guess, the inverse design algorithm converges to the convergent-divergent nozzle as the target shape after 130 evolution steps (Figure 17) , contrary to the high di erence between them. Figure 18 shows the initial guess and target pressure distribution. 
Bended Subsonic Duct with Two Unknown Walls
In all cases presented earlier in this paper and in [20] , the horizontal length of the duct remains constant through the shape modi cation steps. In the case of a duct with a bend, the outlet section is not perpendicular to the x axis and, so, it is not possible to x the horizontal length of the duct. In such cases, instead of horizontal length, the duct centerline length is assumed known and remains constant during the evolution (Equation 15 ). In this case, the duct is asymmetric and, so, both upper and lower duct walls are unknown. These two walls are modeled as two strings deforming from initial guess to the target shape. During the shape modi cation procedure, the length of each string is modi ed based on the xed centerline length. If the evolution of each wall is accomplished independently, a large number of modi cation steps are required to converge the design algorithm, since in such cases the pressure is highly sensitive to the wall shape change. Considering a virtual string on the duct centerline with a constant length, and applying the di erence between the upper and lower pressure to the centerline string, the convergence rate of the design algorithm will be increased signi cantly. In other words, in the case of ducts with two unknown walls, three strings can be modeled on the upper wall, lower wall and centerline, whereby the centerline string, as an auxiliary string, causes the duct shape modi cation to speed up. The pressure di erence applied to the centerline string is obtained from the following equation for each link: p center line = p upper wall p lower wall :
In this part, we want to redesign a duct with a 90 bend. The TPD (Figure 19 ) for this validation test case is obtained from the numerical analysis of the ow through it, with a grid of 35 10 nodes. Inlet Mach number and back pressure are considered 0.5 and 1, respectively. Figure 20 illustrates the initial guess and the evolution of the shape after 80, 200, 400 and 1000 modi cation steps. As shown in this gure, since the initial guess is not a suitable one, severe shape changes occur during its evolution.
Bended Supersonic Duct with Two Unknown Walls
A supersonic 45-deg bended duct with a divergent section was considered as a target shape, and its pressure distribution, shown in Figure 21 , was obtained from numerical analysis. Inlet Mach number and inlet pressure set to 2 and 1 bar, respectively, and a grid of 35 10 nodes is used for numerical analysis. Figure 22 illustrates the initial guess and the evolution of the shape after 60, 150 and 400 modi cation steps. As shown in this gure, since the initial guess is not a suitable one, it gets the target shape after 400 steps.
DESIGN EXAMPLES Design of S-Shaped Ducts
Using the inverse design method, one can nd the appropriate geometry for S-shaped ducts used as diffusers in the intake section of jet engines. Because of considerable adverse pressure gradients along their walls, the possibility of ow separation is very high in such ducts. Besides, small regions may exist near the inlet, in which the Mach number exceeds from 1 and the ow regime is supersonic. Although the adverse pressure gradients are inevitable in such ducts, one looks for S-shaped ducts without overshoot and undershoot in their wall pressure pro les, to avoid shock waves and to reduce ow separation possibilities. Here, we consider an arbitrary S-shaped di user as the initial guess with an inlet area of 0.9, a length of 6 and an area ratio of 1.5. The upper and lower walls of the initial S-shaped di user are considered as two second order polynomials. The initial S-shaped di user with its grid for the numerical analysis is shown in Figure 23 . The inlet Mach number and back pressure are set to 0.84 and 1.4, respectively. The initial pressure distribution is illustrated in Figure 24 . After modifying the initial pressure distribution, the TPD is obtained in such a way that undershoots and overshoots are removed from the initial pressure distribution and the pressure coe cient is increased, as shown in Figure 24 . After 1500 shape modi cation steps, the initial di user converges to the target shape, as shown in Figure 25 . number contour of the modi ed S-shaped di user with that of the initial S-shaped di user. As opposed to the initial S-shaped di user, the contour of the Mach number in the modi ed S-shape di user decreases from 0.88 to 0.45, monotonically, with no overshoot and, thus, the ow remains subsonic in the entire domain.
In order to study the grid size e ect on the designed shape, the S-shape di user, as a complicated case, is redesigned for three grids (24 9, 32 12 and 40 15) with the same TPD in Figure 24 . Figure 27 compares two designed shapes. The shape related to the 40 15 grid is not shown in Figure 27 , because it coincides with the shape corresponding to the 32 12 grid.
Supersonic Nozzle Design with Maximum Thrust
In this part, designing a supersonic nozzle with maximum thrust under an inlet and outlet speci ed pressure is in mind. To do this, some di erent wall pressure distributions as TPDs are considered, and the nozzles equivalent to these TPDs are obtained using the inverse design code. Then, the thrust of each nozzle is calculated from the numerical analysis. In Figure 28a , four TPDs, with respect to Equation 22 , are shown. The nozzles equivalent to these TPDs are shown in Figure 28b . Figure 29 shows the calculated thrust versus coecient (a). As seen in this gure, the thrust is a maximum value, as the coe cient (a) is 0.035. 
BOUNDARY CONDITION EFFECTS
In all test cases, in order to converge the design algorithm for subsonic ow regimes, inlet Mach number and back pressure are considered as the boundary conditions. In the FSA method, there is no di erence between the uniform and non-uniform boundary condition at the inlet or outlet. The authors' experience indicated that inlet pressure and back pressure as the boundary conditions are not compatible with FSA, because the free end point of the string is not compatible with the xed inlet and outlet pressure. In other words, if both inlet and outlet pressures are xed, both the inlet area and outlet area must be xed, and the end of the string cannot be free. In order to show the boundary condition e ect, a Michael nozzle, shown in Figure 30a is considered as the target shape. The wall pressure distribution of the Michael nozzle obtained from numerical analysis is illustrated in Figure 30b . Figure 31a shows that FSA converges to a Michael nozzle with an inlet Mach boundary condition after 100 iterations, whereas it diverges with a pressure inlet boundary condition (Figure 31b ).
CONCLUSIONS
The FSA design procedure is incorporated into an existing Euler code with the AUSM method. The FSA turns the inverse design problem into a uid-solid interaction scheme that is a physical base. The method is quick converging and can e ciently utilize ow analysis codes as a black box. The results show that the method can be very promising in duct and other ow conduit designs for both subsonic and supersonic regimes. In 
